Abstract. We numerically compute eigenvalues of the non-self-adjoint Zakharov-Shabat problem in the semiclassical regime. In particular, we compute the eigenvalues for a Gaussian potential and compare the results to the corresponding (formal) WKB approximations used in the approach to the semiclassical or zero-dispersion limit of the focusing nonlinear Schrödinger equation via semiclassical soliton ensembles. This numerical experiment, taken together with recent numerical experiments [18, 17] , speaks directly to the viability of this approach; in particular, our experiment suggests a value for the rate of convergence of the WKB eigenvalues to the true eigenvalues in the semiclassical limit. This information provides some hint as to how these approximations might be rigorously incorporated into the asymptotic analysis of the singular limit for the associated nonlinear partial differential equation.
1. Introduction 1.1. Eigenvalue problem, inverse spectral method. We consider the non-self-adjoint Zakharov-Shabat eigenvalue problem [24] :
In equation (1.1), we have written w(x; λ, ǫ) = w 1 (x; λ, ǫ) w 2 (x; λ, ǫ)
for the solution, λ ∈ C is a spectral parameter, and the function ψ 0 : R → C is a known potential. We suppose, to begin our discussion, that ψ 0 is specified by real-valued amplitude and phase functions A 0 and S 0 , so that ψ 0 (x) = A 0 (x) exp iS 0 (x)/ǫ .
We identify precise assumptions on A 0 , S 0 in §2.1 below. The parameter ǫ ∈ R is assumed to be positive but small; this introduces the "semiclassical" scaling. Our principal interest here is in those values of λ ∈ C for which (1.1) has a solution in L 2 (R) 2 ; these values comprise the discrete spectrum-the eigenvalues of (1.1).
Our motivation for analyzing (1.1) comes from its role in the theory of the initial-value problem for the cubic focusing nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation
To emphasize the connection between (1.1) and (1.2), we recall that Zakharov & Shabat [24] identified the linear spectral problem (1.1) as one half of the Lax pair for the NLS equation (1.2) . That is, the nonlinear equation (1.2) can be represented as the compatibility condition for two auxiliary linear problems-the Lax pair-and this structure allows one (in principle, at least) to construct solutions of the initial-value problem by the inverse spectral method (often called the inverse scattering transform). The initial step in this solution procedure is a spectral analysis of (1.1) in which the potential ψ 0 is taken to be the initial data for equation (1.2) , and the essential properties of the data for the initial-value problem are encoded in the spectral information-eigenvalues, norming constants, and reflection coefficient-associated with (1.1). The temporal evolution is governed by properties of the other half of the Lax pair (details omitted here), is completely explicit, and takes place in the spectral domain. Finally, the solution at times t > 0 is recovered by an inverse spectral transform; that is, the solution ψ(x, t; ǫ) is recovered from the time-evolved scattering data. A detailed discussion of this process for (1.2) can be found, for example, in the monographs [1, 8] .
Note 1.1 (Semiclassical scaling). We note that the small parameter ǫ appearing in (1.2) is the same as that appearing in the eigenvalue problem (1.1) above. In the NLS equation, the real parameter ǫ is a measurement of the ratio of dispersive effects to nonlinear ones. Our experiments here are focused on (1.1), but they are motivated by a desire to understand the limiting behavior of solutions of the initial-value problem for (1.2) with fixed data in the singular limit ǫ ↓ 0. This zero-dispersion limit problem is sometimes called the semiclassical limit for the focusing NLS equation; the origin of this descriptor is based on the quantummechanical interpretation of the linear terms in (1.2).
We recall that, in the inverse-spectral framework, the eigenvalues of (1.1) correspond to solitons, and these special solutions are fundamental elements of the theory of (1.2). The remarkable properties of these solutions are well known; see, e.g., [1] . Thus, to summarize, given initial data for (1.2) or, equivalently, the potential in (1.1), belonging to some reasonable class of functions (for example, S (R)-the Schwartz class [8] ), one would like to be able to effect a complete spectral analysis of (1.1) including, in particular, the location and multiplicity of the eigenvalues. Indeed, the eigenvalue locations have a direct impact on the dynamics and structure of the solution ψ of (1.2). Unfortunately, this is a challenge, and the general problem of rigorously extracting the requisite spectral information from (1.1) in the limit ǫ ↓ 0 for a general potential ψ 0 remains largely open.
Known results.
Despite the challenges that remain for the spectral analysis of (1.1) in general, there are a couple of important results that provide valuable guidance. Our discussion below assumes familiarity with the basic machinery and vocabulary of the inverse spectral method; we refer the interested reader who lacks this familiarity to the appendix of [18] for a short but accessible outline of the steps in the inverse spectral method.
The first, most basic result of interest is due to Satsuma & Yajima [22] . They have shown that for a hyperbolic secant potential, i.e.,
the eigenvalue problem (with ǫ = 1) is exactly solvable. In particular, Satsuma & Yajima showed how to transform the equation (1.1) with potential given by (1.3) to the hypergeometric equation which they were able to solve explicitly in terms of hypergeometric functions.
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In fact, they were able to write down formulae, in terms of the Gamma function, for the entries a(λ) and b(λ) in the scattering matrix,
which relates the Jost solutions of (1.1) normalized at each of the spatial infinities. Importantly, these quantities give rise to the transmission and reflection coefficients, T (λ) = 1/a(λ) and R(λ) = b(λ)/a(λ), that are essential ingredients in the solution of (1.2) by the inversespectral method. We recall that zeros of the analytic continuation of the transmission coefficient T to the upper half plane correspond to eigenvalues of (1.1), and that R is associated with continuous spectrum which, in this case, is confined to the real line. Inspecting Satsuma & Yajima's formula, 5) we see that when A = N ∈ N, the reflection coefficient vanishes identically, and it turns out that the solution is a pure N-soliton, and the N eigenvalues are also given explicitly; see (4.16) below. Of particular interest is what happens when N → ∞. As described by Lyng & Miller [19] and in Note 1.3, this problem is equivalent to a special case of the zero-dispersion limit problem for (1.2).
Note 1.2 (Non-zero phase). Tovbis & Venakides [23] have cleverly extended the above analysis to a one-parameter family of initial data of the form
This is a particularly important result as it provides a fundamental example in the case of nonzero phase. However, our focus here will be exclusively on real-valued, bell-shaped potentials like the hyperbolic secant considered by Satsuma & Yajima. Thus, for the remainder of the paper, we confine our attention to the case S 0 ≡ 0.
The second, more general, guiding result is more recent and is due to Klaus & Shaw [15, 16] . Their result says that, roughly speaking, eigenvalues for bell-shaped or "single-lobe" potentials are confined to the imaginary axis. Moreover, the eigenvalues are simple, and their number is given in terms of the L 1 norm of the potential. We give a precise statement of this result in Theorem 2.3 below, and we use it to guide our numerical experiments. However, we note that it does not give detailed information about the precise locations of the eigenvalues.
1.3. Semiclassical soliton ensembles. We continue to focus on real-valued, bell shaped potentials. Given the dearth of detailed information about the eigenvalues of (1.1), a standard procedure has been to replace the potential ψ 0 with an ǫ-dependent reflectionless one, we shall denote it by ψ (ǫ) 0 , whose eigenvalues are known exactly and are believed to be good approximations to the true (but unknown) eigenvalues corresponding to ψ 0 ; see Figure 4 (b) for an example of such a reflectionless potential. The mechanics of this process are described in more detail below in §3. Briefly, Ercolani et al. [7] have shown how to formally approximate the eigenvalue locations by exploiting a remarkable feature-known from the very beginning [24] -of the problem (1.1). Namely, in the small-ǫ limit, the nonselfadjoint problem (1.1) can be written as a semiclassical self-adjoint Schrödinger operator with a nonselfadjoint and formally small but λ-dependent correction. Ignoring this correction, one can apply standard results about the Schrödinger operator to obtain approximate eigenvalue locations which then satisfy a Bohr-Sommerfeld type quantization condition; see (3.4) below.
These approximate eigenvalue locations were used in the monograph of Kamvissis et al. [13] as the starting point for their asymptotic analysis. They neglected reflection, and they and used the approximate WKB eigenvalues in place of the unknown true eigenvalues. This process creates a semiclassical soliton ensemble-a sequence of exact multisoliton solutions of (1.2). Note 1.3 (The Satsuma-Yajima Ensemble). In the special case that ψ 0 = A sech x, then with ǫ N def := A/N, this process reproduces the family of exact N-soliton solutions given by Satsuma & Yajima, and the limit N → ∞ is evidently a special case of the semiclassical limit, and there is no error induced by the use of ψ (ǫ) 0 in place of ψ 0 . In general, however, this is not the case. This issue is addressed in [18, 17] .
Our experiment here is part of a larger program to quantify the effects of this uncontrolled modification of the initial data for general bell-shaped potentials. We recall that the Whitham (or modulation) equations for (1.2) are elliptic, and this feature of the problem confounds a common approach to similar problems which relies on local well-posedness of the hyperbolic Whitham system to permit an asymptotically vanishing perturbation of the eigenvalues. For example, Miller [21] has rigorously shown that the WKB approximation at t = 0 is asymptotically pointwise convergent, and more recent numerical experiments of Lee, Lyng, & Vankova [18] suggest convergence of the modified data to the true data in L 2 (R). However, it is not possible, on the basis of this information, to conclude that the solutions are close for any t > 0. For further discussion of this point, see, e.g., [13, 21, 18] Remarkably, though, the numerical computations of Lee et al. [18] suggest that this convergence indeed persists for t > 0; we view this as quite intriguing, given the extreme modulational instabilities known to be present in the semiclassical regime. Indeed, in a follow-up work, Lee & Lyng [17] examined the sensitivity of of the semiclassical limit to qualitatively similar perturbations of the data, and they found that modulational instabilities almost instantly detected small, analytic perturbations of the data. These results give strong, but indirect, evidence that the WKB (approximate) eigenvalues used to generate the SSE are quite close to the true eigenvalues.
Here, continuing and complementing these investigations, we numerically measure the difference directly in the spectral plane. Indeed, we aim to quantify a rate of convergence of the approximate eigenvalues to the true eigenvalues as ǫ ↓ 0; our experiments suggest convergence at a rate of O(ǫ 2 ) as ǫ ↓ 0. The experiment is described in §5. We view this numerical experiment as a preliminary step toward incorporating the WKB approximation into a rigorous analysis built on the framework of Kamvissis et al. [13] . Assuming that the rate of convergence established here can be established rigorously (see the discussion in §6), this would be a major step towards the development of a rigorous theory for the semiclassical limit of (1.2) that incorporates data beyond two special, exactly solvable, cases. Admittedly, the extension to analytic, bell-shaped, real data may seem at first glance to be a quite modest improvement, but this goal is at least a tractable target. The extension-mandated by the needs of applications-of the theory to more general (for example, non-analytic) data appears to be, for now, effectively out of reach.
1.4.
Plan. In §2 we begin by specifying the nature of the potentials ψ 0 that we will consider in (1.1), and we describe a couple of important features of the eigenvalue problem. We give a careful statement of the spectral confinement results of Klaus & Shaw [15, 16] . In §3, we outline the fundamental elements of the WKB approximation to the eigenvalues. In §4, we describe and validate the numerical method, and in §5, we perform the main numerical experiment of the paper. As in previous work [18, 17] , our numerical experiment focuses on the case that ψ 0 (x) = exp(−x 2 ). Finally, in §6, we put the results in context and speculate about the implications of these calculations for the zero-dispersion limit problem.
2.
Framework: the Zakharov-Shabat eigenvalue problem 2.1. Potentials. In this note, we restrict our attention to analytic Klaus-Shaw potentials . That is, we work in the framework of Kamvissis et al. [13] , and we restrict our attention to potentials (initial data) of the form
where A 0 : R → (0, A] ⊂ R is even, bell-shaped, and real analytic. More precisely, A 0 is assumed to satisfy the assumptions detailed below. (a) For the numerical calculations in this note, we shall restrict ourselves to the two concrete cases
Evidently, these choices fall into the category of Klaus-Shaw potentials described above. The sensitivity of the semiclassical limit problem for (1.2) to nonanalytic data has been investigated at the level of the partial differential equation by Clarke & Miller [5] ; at the spectral level, the sensitivity of the spectrum of (1.1) to nonanalytic perturbations of the potential was investigated by Bronski [3] . (b) The spectral confinement result of Klaus & Shaw (cf. Theorem 2.3 below) does not require such stringent restrictions on the potential. For example, in [15] , Klaus & Shaw assume-in addition to the essential single-lobe requirement-that A 0 ∈ L 1 (R) is nonnegative, bounded, and piecewise smooth. However, analyticity is important for the analysis of [13] ; this is due to the ellipticity of the Whitham equations. There are questions about the "stability" of the limit, even within the analytic class [5, 17] . The other, apparently unneeded, conditions (e.g., A ′′ 0 (0) < 0) are used in the analysis of [13] to guarantee that the WKB formulae below are sufficiently well behaved.
2.2.
About the eigenvalue problem: symmetry. It is known that (1.1) is not self adjoint [20] ; thus, a priori, there is no restriction on where, in the complex plane, the spectrum may be. We observe that the eigenvalue problem (1.1) can be recast as
where L (ǫ) is the non-self-adjoint Dirac operator defined by
It is a simple exercise to verify that if λ is an eigenvalue of (1.1) with eigenfunction w = (w 1 , w 2 ) t , then so is λ * with eigenfunctionw = (w * 2 , −w * 1 ) t . Thus, we will follow the established convention of considering and counting only eigenvalues λ with Im λ > 0. Also, we note that if A 0 ∈ S (R), then the L 2 (R) spectrum is comprised of the the continuous spectrum, which satisfies σ cts (L (ǫ) ) = R, and a discrete set (possibly empty) of simple eigenvalues in the complex plane [7] .
2.3. Klaus & Shaw: spectral confinement. In fact, for smooth Klaus-Shaw potentials, more is known. For each ǫ > 0 and for ψ 0 = A 0 as described above, Klaus & Shaw [15, 16] have shown that the discrete spectrum of (1.1) is confined to the imaginary axis. Indeed, for bell-shaped functions A 0 as described above, Klaus & Shaw have shown the following. [15, 16] ). For A 0 as in Assumption 2.1, eigenvalue problem (1.1) has precisely N simple, purely imaginary eigenvalues with positive real parts where
Theorem 2.3 (Klaus & Shaw
N = 1 2 + 1 ǫπ A 0 L 1 (R) ,(2.
3)
and ⌊h⌋ is the integer part of h.
Semiclassical soliton ensembles and the WKB approximation
We begin by recalling the basic formulae for the WKB eigenvalues of (1.1); for more details see [7, 13, 18] . We define the density function for η ∈ (0, iA) via
where x ± (η) are the two real turning points; see Figure 1 . Using ρ 0 we next define
the function θ 0 gives a measure of the number of WKB eigenvalues on the imaginary axis between λ and iA. To finish the process, we identify a sequence of distinguished values of ǫ; we put
3) Figure 1 . The turning points x ± (η).
Finally, the WKB eigenvalues λ wkb N,k are defined (there are N of them for each ǫ N ) by the formula
Therefore, writing λ
we obtain the WKB eigenvalues as solutions to the equations
for k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1. Specializing the above discussion to the case that the potential A 0 is given by ψ 0 (t) = A 0 (x) = e −x 2 , (3.6) we find, from (3.3),
and, from formula (3.5),
In this case the turning points x ± are given explicitly by 9) and equation (3.5) can be rewritten as √ − ln τ wkb
This equation was solved to high precision by Lee et al. [18] , and the 250-digit accuracy of the obtained solutions was verified using both Mathematica and Maple routines. We report the computed values in Appendix A below. Numerical experiments [18, 17] suggest, indirectly, that these values are quite close to the true eigenvalues of (1.1) and that the distinct eigenvalues coalesce in the limit ǫ ↓ 0. In the next section we describe a numerical method aimed at accurately approximating the differences for a number of values of ǫ so that proximity of the WKB eigenvalues to the true eigenvalues can be measured directly and a rate of convergence, as ǫ ↓ 0, can be estimated.
Asymptotic analysis & numerical method
4.1. Evans-function analysis. We shall numerically compute eigenvalues of the ZakharovShabat problem (1.1) by means of a complex shooting method originally proposed and implemented by Bronski [3] . Here, we outline how this method approximates zeros of the Evans function (or transmission coefficient) associated with (1.1). This connection may be useful; in §6 we describe some possible future projects related to (1.1) that exploit recent developments in methods for the numerical approximation of Evans functions (see, e.g., [9, 10, 11, 12] ). First, we note that the eigenvalue problem (1.1) can be reformulated as
where A(x; λ, ǫ)
We observe that, due to the Assumption 2.1 on the potential A 0 , we find that there exists α > 0 such that
Here, · is any matrix norm. Evidently, the eigenvalues of the limiting matrix A ∞ are given by 5) and the corresponding eigenvectors are v − = e 1 and v + = e 2 . Under the assumption (4.4), for fixed ǫ > 0 and for λ ∈ {z ∈ C : Im z > 0}, we find that there are solutions w ± (x; λ, ǫ) of (4.1) which approach the decaying solutions y ± (x) = exp(µ ± (λ, ǫ))v ± of the limiting constant-coefficient system y ′ = A ∞ (λ, ǫ)y as x → ±∞. Then, up to a non-vanishing analytic factor, the Evans function, an analytic function on its natural domain, is given by
An immediate consequence of this definition is that D (ǫ) (λ) = 0 if and only if λ is an eigenvalue. For, D (ǫ) detects a linear dependence between solutions of (4.1) decaying at ±∞. As described below, Bronski's shooting method is based on approximating w − and determining the values of λ for which such linear dependence exists. For this determination, analyticity is used in an essential way.
Numerical Methods.
As noted above, we adopt the shooting method of Bronski [2] to locate the eigenvalues for (1.1). However, to make the discussion here self-contained, we give a thorough description of the procedure.
Step#1 (Spatial Integration): Conventionally, the process of solving the eigenvalue problem begins with integrating the differential equation (1.1) for fixed λ with the initial conditions
to x = +L, where L is chosen so that ψ 0 (±L) ≈ 0. However, direct numerical integration of this system suffers from large numerical errors due to the exponential growth of the mode corresponding to µ − (λ, ǫ) at large L when Im λ is large and ǫ is small. To eliminate this growth, for our numerical calculations, we define
and we integrate du dx
We use a 6th-order Runge-Kutta scheme developed in [4] as the integrator; we typically take L = 40 and ∆x = 0.002. Note 4.1 (Quantitative Gap Lemma). Using the known decay rate of A 0 , it is possible to quantify the size of the initialization error that arises from truncating the domain of (1.1) and integrating from x = −L. For example, this kind of analysis has been done by Humpherys et al. [9] -using the "quantitative gap lemma"-in their numerical approximation of the Evans function associated with viscous shock-layer solutions of the compressible Navier-Stokes equations. On the other hand, the true error is based on the values computed at x = +L, and our validation process (see §4.3 below) suggests that these errors are quite small. We therefore omit a detailed analysis of the initialization error.
Step #2 (Integrand Assembly): We write a generic complex number λ in terms of its real and imaginary part as λ = γ + iτ , and we suppose that
are the four sides of a rectangle in the complex plane. Here, (j = 1) ≡ top, (j = 2) ≡ right side, (j = 3) ≡ bottom, and (j = 4) ≡ left side. We adopt the following labeling convention for the grid points on Γ j :
Evidently, the corner points carry multiple labels. That is, for example,
and so on. At this point, we use the labels
and we are interested in finding zeros of w 1 (L; λ, ǫ). To this end, we compute for the selected λ-values the quantity
(4.13)
For notational convenience, we denote the numerator and denominator of (4.13) by u ′ 1 (λ j n ) and u 1 (λ j n ) respectively. To evaluate (4.13), we need to approximate the derivative with respect to λ in the numerator. Instead of using the finite difference approximation, to obtain a third-order approximation of the derivative u Step #3 (Moment Calculations): Suppose that Ω ⊂ C is a simply connected domain. If Γ is a simple closed curve in Ω and if f is holomorphic on Ω with zeros λ 1 , . . . , λ N inside Γ, then the pth moment of f about z 0 is given by 14) and
Thus, M 0 (0) returns the number of zeros inside the contour Γ, and M 1 (0) = λ 1 +· · ·+ λ N . Therefore, provided that there is only one zero inside Γ, the first moment about zero returns its location. We may thus find eigenvalue locations by approximating integrals of the form (4.14). In our first numerical calculation, for the case A 0 (x) = A sech(x)-for which the eigenvalues are already known, we take Γ to be a rectangle placed to enclose a solitary eigenvalue. For the principal experiment, we center each of the rectangles Γ k at the approximate eigenvalue location given by the solution of (3.10). Now suppose that the four corners of a rectangular contour Γ k in the complex plane are labeled as shown in Figure 2 . Thus, using the definition (4.11) and the integrand (4.13), the two moments along the rectangular contour Γ k can be expressed as
As described above, when n k ≈ 1, the corresponding value of ℓ k gives the approximate location of the eigenvalue enclosed by the contour Γ k . For our numerical calculation, each integral in (4.15) is evaluated by the 6th-order Newton-Cotes integration formula (also referred to as Weddle's rule) [6] .
Note 4.2. The superscripts in (4.15) refer to the labeling scheme described in (4.11) and should not be confused with exponents appearing in the moment formula (4.14). Thus, n k is the zeroth moment about zero and ℓ k is the first moment about zero.
Validation: the Satsuma-Yajima ensemble.
To test the methodology, we look at the case
for which the eigenvalues are known exactly [22] . Indeed, following the notation of [19] , the N eigenvalues of (1.1) are given by
and we recall that, in this case,
We are thus considering a "quantized" sequence of values of ǫ which tends to zero as N → ∞. Table 1 we list e N and the location at which the maximum error occurs. We also list the mesh size dx used for the eigenvalue problem, and the mesh size dγ and dτ used for the moment calculations. We discover that the largest errors always occur at (N − 1) th eigenvalue, closest to the real-axis. This agrees with Bronski's finding [2] that the numerical method suffers near σ cts (L (ǫ) ) = R. Indeed, as noted by Bronski, the boundary conditions reverse roles in the lower half plane, and the method is not expected to be reliable close to the real line. We also see that the error increases when ǫ decreases. For the case of the smallest ǫ (N = 20), we were able to control the error to the order of 10 −8 .
The Gaussian Case
5.1. Experiment. We now present the results of the principal calculation of the paper. We consider the Zakharov-Shabat problem (1.1) with Gaussian potential
In
Step #1 of the algorithm, the domain of calculation is −40 ≤ x ≤ 40 (L = 40), and the step size of the integration is dx = 80/40, 000. To test whether our computational results are numerically convergent, we use a finer mesh size dx = 80/80, 000 to compute the eigenvalue problem for the case of N = 15. We find that the difference between computed eigenvalue location is of the order of 10 −11 between the two different mesh sizes. In Step #3, with the SSE eigenvalue located at the center of the rectangle, the length of the top and the bottom side of each rectangle is ab = cd = 0. 
5.2.
Least squares fit, rate of decay. We perform a least squares fit of the data in terms of
for some constants C and α. If we take the logarithmic function to the above equation, then the least squares fit is reduced to a linear least square fit in the log − log space. Now for each N = 10, · · · , 20, we have data for k = 0, · · · , N − 1, and for N = 21 and 22, we have data for the largest (k = 0) eigenvalue. Therefore we have total 167 data points. Figure 3(a) shows the least square fit for all 167 data points. The triangles are the computed differences. For example, there are 10 eigenvalues for N = 10, and hence there are 10 computed differences. The solid line is the computed least square curve, which indicates the overall trend of decay of D N versus N. The rate of decay is α = −2.00848. We remark that the largest difference for each case of N always occurs at the eigenvalue closest to the real axis (k = N − 1), whereas the smallest difference occurs for the largest eigenvalue.
Another way to monitor the rate of decay for D N versus N is to compute the difference of the largest eigenvalue for each N. That is, we compute
(5.4) Figure 3 (b) is the least square fit for this collection of 13 data points. It shows that the rate of decay is α = −2.0135. We are thus led to propose the following conjecture.
Conjecture. The WKB eigenvalues satisfy
Here, λ wkb N,k are the WKB eigenvalues given by (3.4) while λ N,k denote the true eigenvalues of (1.1) corresponding to the quantized values ǫ N .
This conjecture agrees with formal calculations of Miller [20] ; see the concluding discussion in §6.2.
6. Discussion 6.1. Future directions. One natural extension of this numerical experiment would be to try to use similar methods to examine the "cosine-perturbed" potentials used by Lee & Lyng [17] in their recent study of the stability of the semiclassical limit. They considered potentials of the formψ Figure 4 shows the close resemblance of of a member of the family of potentials in (6.1) and the corresponding potential ψ (ǫ) 0 . Lee & Lyng found that, despite the superficial similarity between these two data, numerical simulations of the temporal evolution under the equation (1.2) appear to be extremely sensitive to the differences between the two potentials. That is, the differences appeared to almost instantaneously trigger the acute modulational instabilities known to be a feature of (1.2) in the small-ǫ regime. One possible explanation is that the spectrum of (1.1) is quite sensitive to the variations between perturbations of this kind. We observe (see Figure 4 ) that the potentials in (6.1) are not single-lobe KlausShaw potentials, and thus the spectrum need not be confined to the imaginary axis. Thus, we propose to revisit the spectral instability calculations of Bronski [3] ; his numerical results suggested that the eigenvalue problem with real potential is stable when subjected to nonanalytic perturbations. However, the focus there on analyticity is misleading; his nonanalytic perturbation was of Klaus-Shaw type. The cosine-perturbed potential provides an interesting example of an analytic but multiple-lobed potential.
In addition, this proposed numerical experiment provides an opportunity to develop and test the numerical techniques for Evans-function calculations aimed at detecting eigenvalues in exponentially asymptotic systems of the basic form d dx w = A(x; λ, ǫ)w .
Here, we have adopted the complex shooting method of Bronski [2] , but one intriguing possibility is to adopt some of the techniques from the Evans function community. A focus of this community has been on large systems (see, e.g., [11, 12] ), but preliminary work by Humpherys & Lytle [10] on tracking eigenvalues by continuation is quite intriguing. Their continuation method would make it straightforward to follow eigenvalue branches as the parameter ǫ varies, and the oscillatory nature of the potential in (6.1) provides a challenging test case for the developing numerical method. The results of this experiment might give some additional insight into the spectral origins of the modulational instability in (1.2). 6.2. Proving the conjecture and implications for the semiclassical limit. A second natural direction for future work would be to seek a rigorous proof of the O(ǫ 2 ) decay of the WKB eigenvalues to the true eigenvalues. Indeed, we believe that such a proof is highly likely to be an essential ingredient in the development of a complete theory for the semiclassical limit for (1.2) that is based on semiclassical soliton ensembles. Given that a completely rigorous theory is restricted to special, exactly solvable potentials, the extension to more general (bell-shaped, analytic) real data is a clearly worthwhile goal.
Miller has given a possible roadmap for finding such a proof in the concluding discussion of his paper [20] ; in this paper he introduces a certain complexified WKB method for analyzing the spectrum of (1.1). Although the analysis is formal, Miller's method is able to reproduce the Y-shaped configurations of eigenvalues that Bronski [2] observed for potentials with a nontrivial phase S 0 . As a starting point, Miller suggests a change of variables that transforms (1.1) to a Weber equation plus a small correction, and he speculates about the kind of tools from Kato's perturbation theory for linear operators [14] that will be necessary to deal with the two-parameter family of linear operators that results from this plan of attack. This program has not, to our knowledge, been carried out completely, but it seems to be a natural starting point. We believe that the new numerical evidence presented here provides additional impetus for pursuing this line of analysis.
Finally, assuming the conjecture has been proved, an important next step will be to incorporate these error estimates into the asymptotic analysis of the semiclassical limit problem for (1.2), as in [13, 19] . However, we recall that a crucial step in this analysis is the "sweeping away of the poles" in a meromorphic Riemann-Hilbert problem (RHP). That is, one makes a change of variables which exchanges a meromorphic RHP for a sectionally holomorphic one. But, this change of variables is predicated on knowing the precise locations of the soliton eigenvalues. If the WKB approximations are used instead, this process will leave behind phantoms of the residues at these poles; the rate of decay in the conjecture provides a means of quantifying how quickly these phantoms disappear in the limit ǫ ↓ 0. 
